
Press Release  

Filming opportunity 7th Aug  5.15pm onwards The Deep, Hull 

Large accessible cultural organisation of 300+ members pulls many great Hull Icons organisations 

and celebrities into project and receives fantastic support. All in aid of Hulls bid to be chosen as City 

Of Culture 2017 

A large organisation known as All for One Choir, based in East Yorkshire and now Lincolnshire, sent 

out a call to arms, on an accessible music project that has included many local celebrities and 

organisations and more than 300 of its own choir members. The list is including the Deep, Hull FC 

and Hull KR, Joe Longthorne, Sam Gray, Burnsy, Sally Fairfax, KC Communications, Steve McNamara 

(England Rugby Coach) and all being well: Luke Campbell  and many more will follow. The recording 

features the HUGE mass choir of All For One,  solo vocals from the wonderful Sally Fairfax (BBC News 

reader )and local professional  gospel choir Hot Gospel  (who have supported Peter Andre and also 

recorded their own a re-arrangement of Hull FC’s anthem, Old Faithful, which has been a HUGE 

success). 

The brainchild of Helen Garnett, All For One’s creative director, has snowballed into a fantastic 

popular project, that hopes to inspire a wider audience and is already drawing in popular figures 

from our region. The company will release an accompanying, professionally recorded music video to 

the professionally recorded track, featuring famous people and places from Hull. This is on-going. 

The release date for the video is 3rd Sept 2013, allowing it to be in the public domain until the final 

bid in November. 

Helen Garnett said: “I hope the music and words will appeal to a huge audience that know and love 

this song. The new self-penned lyrics speak of our festivals, our museums, our theatres, and our art!!  

Also our icons such as Maureen Lipman, Luke Campbell, Mick Ronson, Wilberforce and many more. 

We hope the finished video and song will go viral nationally and show nation who we are and what 

an amazing city we have filled with wonderful people. We love our city and want others to be made 

aware that we are a hidden gem full of culture and talent. Ultimately we want the judges to be 

convinced that we are the only choice for City of Culture 2017. We hope also to inspire others from 

our region with their own projects to create the wow factor. The hard work is on-going. 

The choir have recorded my own arrangement of David Guetta’s smash hit Titanium. The song is an 

uplifting track and with my new lyrics, I feel it will really engage the masses and get them behind Hull 

in its bid. The video will be fun to watch and will draw in many of ALL ages across any cultural divide 

appealing to the masses”. 

The choir have already filmed at Hulls KC stadium in conjunction with Hull FC and Airlie Bird, the 

choir have taken footage from Humber Street Sesh (from this weekend) and are conducting a walk 

around Hull in a sequenced filming schedule. The walk around will take in many of Hulls well known 

points of Cultural excellence  including the Ferens Art Gallery, Hulls history Museum, Hull New 

Theatre, Hull Truck, King William Statue and many more venues which are significant to Hull. 

The icing on the cake is our wonderful opportunity we have been given by the Deep where we will 

be filming on Wed 7th Aug after the museum has closed to the public. The Deep came aboard after 

hearing about the project and the lyrics that include in the chorus “See our Submarium” which is 



repeated several times in the chorus’. The filming will consist of various shots around The Deep and 

include two divers in the tank performing the choir choreography in the choir’s official T shirts. 

Becky Leach, Marketing Manager at The Deep said: “This is a fantastic way of supporting the City of 

Culture bid for Hull. We have a real diverse range of talent here and projects like this are a great way 

of showcasing that.   

“We are delighted to be one of the venues for filming, and to be actually featured in the song.” 

This is also where our local celebrities will make their cameo appearances on Wednesday. 

We are so pleased to be involved with the bid and to be supporting The City of Culture bid team who 

are excited about our project and encourage individuals to come on-board to wow the judges. 

Councillor Steven Bayes, Portfolio Holder with responsibility for cultural strategy said: "It is great to 

see so many people being inspired by Hull's bid to be the UK City of Culture and producing their own 

homage to the campaign to help us along the way. The city's bid celebrates the area's creativity, 

resourcefulness and strong cultural heritage and we need as many people as possible to get involved 

so our submission becomes a truly Hull bid." 

The video is being filmed by Ben Nield:  An up and coming 3rd Year film Student living in London, 

born in Bridlington, who has donated his time and is passionate about the project. 

Ben Neild said “'I'm very excited to be involved in the project which will while hopefully displaying 

the wealth of Hull's cultural history, showcase its potential for the future.” 

Helen Garnett: “It’s about the people coming together and showing the nation who we are and we 

are so pleased to be a catalyst for this. If we can inspire the masses to get involved to show the 

judges the talent we have in this amazing city then we will be proud to have done so. It’s about time 

the nation were made aware of this great city”. 
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